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The mission of Mohave Community College is a rather long and encompassing
statement, as are many corporate or organizational mission statements. In its
essence, it states that everyone affiliated with the college will do his or her best
to “empower students to succeed.”
We recognize that the real work is done by the students. The college cannot
provide an education; students must earn it, with our help and encouragement.
In these pages, you will read about some of the dedicated individuals whom
MCC has had the privilege of helping to achieve a higher education and a more
rewarding life. Whether they spent a short time with us or completed a degree,
they were encouraged and empowered to reach their goals. We hope their stories
will inspire you or someone you know who is looking for a rewarding future.
You’ll also read about the growth and development of the college itself over the
last year.
The addition of programs, facilities and services for students and the communities
is driven by employees who are not directly involved in instruction, but who
support the institution as a whole, under the guidance of the Board of Governors.
In their own way, all employees of MCC play a part in empowering students
to succeed; but they aren’t alone. The public schools, parents, grandparents,
mentors and citizens who support education are part of the “village” that helps to
guide and encourage students.
So to each of you, thank you for playing a part in the mission of MCC. Our
students achievements today will ultimately lead to a stronger economy, a
stronger county and state, and a stronger country for all of us.
Enjoy their stories; and if you have any questions about your community college,
call MCC Connect, toll-free at 866.664.2832.

Sincerely,

Michael J. Kearns
President
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MCC News Briefs

Taking steps to smooth
the path for students
Mohave Community College has
implemented extensive restructuring
to offer a one-stop concept for
students and the community who are
seeking information, and to improve
admissions and financial aid processes.
The implementation began with
the creation of MCC’s new call center,
located on the Neal Campus-Kingman,
in April. The goal is for employees of
the call center, called “MCC Connect,”
to be able to answer 100 percent of the
questions they receive. On the first day
of the Fall 2012 semester, the center
received more than 1,500 calls.
The center’s 20 employees have
undergone extensive training to be
able to answer any question about the
college or to do a “warm transfer” to
the MCC expert who can best help
the caller.
The majority of calls into MCC
Connect are about registration,
financial aid, setting appointments, or
the need for technology assistance. The
center’s support allows other college
employees to concentrate on students’
specific needs. Under the supervision
of MCC Connect director Lynne
Peterson, the center is continuing
to streamline its training to make its
operations more efficient.
The center is open from 7 a.m.
to 11 p.m., seven days a week, 365
days a year. The center’s busiest times
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are from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. Monday through Friday.
To reach MCC Connect,
call 866.MOHAVE CC or
866.664.2832.
With the call center up
and running, MCC began
Phase II of the Student
Services Redesign by creating
a new office within Student
Services – Enrollment
Management Services. The
new office, launched by David
Shabazz, combines the Office
of Admissions, Enrollment
Services and the Office of the
Registrar to provide greater
consistency in all processes
from admissions through
graduation and in communication,
training, the use of technology and
policy implementations.
“Technology and combined
services are key components to student
success and the overall operations of
the new office,” Shabazz said.
“The realignment will allow the
college to increase enrollment and
student retention.
“We have developed a wellorganized plan, which effectively
incorporates long-term strategic
planning and short-term college

goals. This will ensure the health of
the college through the enrollment of
new students and providing additional
online opportunities and services,”
Shabazz said.
For more information about
enrolling at MCC, call MCC Connect
and ask for the student services center
on the nearest campus.

New home for Allied
Health Sciences at MCC
The BHHS Legacy Foundation
Allied Health Sciences Building II
on MCC’s Bullhead City campus
was dedicated on Oct. 12 with
approximately 80 people in
attendance.
The 14,000-square-foot building,
which opened in August, allowed
the college to begin the radiologic
technology program and to provide
upgraded space for the nursing,
emergency medical services, medical
assisting and biology programs. It
will also be home to a new Health
Information Technology program slated
to begin in the fall of 2013.
The BHHS Legacy Foundation, a
charitable nonprofit organization for

Dignitaries from the BHHS Legacy Foundation, MCC Foundation, MCC Board of
Governors, the architect and builder, MCC students and staff, and members of the
community were on hand for a ribbon cutting at the grand opening of the Allied Health
Sciences Building II on the Bullhead City campus last month.
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improving Arizona’s healthcare, also
has its only office outside of Phoenix
located within the building. The
Foundation pledged $1.89 million for
construction of the building and the
MCC Foundation donated $210,000 to
the construction project. The college
invested at least $1 million in building
and classroom equipment.
In 2004 the Foundation donated
funds to construct the BHHS Legacy
Foundation Allied Health Sciences
Building on the Bullhead City campus,
to make the launch of the dental
hygiene and dental assistant programs
possible.
“The Legacy Foundation’s
donations have been vital to MCC’s
ability to respond to the needs of
students and the regional healthcare
industry,” said MCC President Michael
Kearns. “In the midst of budget cuts
from the state legislature, MCC has
been able to expand its academic
programs, thanks to sound fiscal
planning and the support of our
community benefactors, such as the
Legacy Foundation.”
Natalia Quintana, who is enrolled
in the Rad Tech program, said she’s
thankful for the hands-on learning
opportunities in the new facility.
“I like the way the Legacy Building
is set up,” she said. “There is a lot
of space and a sufficient amount of
parking. I am enjoying the radiology
programs and learning a lot through
the instructors.”

‘I Believe’ offers holiday
entertainment and more

“Believe in what your heart is saying,
hear the melody that’s playing … you have
everything you need, if you just believe.”
These lyrics will be one of the
signature pieces of the third annual
Christmas Gala, presented Dec. 14 at the
Aquarius Casino Resort by the Bullhead
City chapter of the Mohave Community
College Foundation. The musical theater
production will feature the Voices of the
River Choir.
The lyrics sum up the spirit of this

family-friendly show, which is set at the
When the Voices of the River
North Pole, where Santa Claus no longer
Choir takes the stage at the Aquarius in
feels needed, his elves are grumbling and
December for its third annual Christmas
they have all lost faith in themselves and
performance, it hopes to share with the
one another. The eternal Christmas Spirit,
audience an important message: Love,
which seems to be rapidly disappearing,
inspiration and all good things are
will be restored to the occupants of St.
possible, “if you just believe.”
Nick’s bustling workshop as they discover
Reed encouraged people throughout
the magic of music!
Mohave County to attend and support the
college and the community saying, “Come
Shawn Bristle, dean of MCC’s
fill your hearts with Christmas cheer.”
Bullhead City campus, who wrote the
script and who directs “I Believe,” spoke
The production begins at 7 p.m.
recently about the show. “This
performance is different, musically
and visually, from Voices of the
River’s 2010 and 2011 Christmas
galas. Nonetheless, it remains rooted
in the choir’s two fundamental
missions – to sing and share our love
of good music with the community,
while knowing that every penny
earned from our performances goes
back to the MCC Foundation to help
students pursue their education.”
The members of the
Foundation’s Bullhead City chapter
believed in the magic of music
four years ago when they initiated
Voices of the River. “The success
of the choir, which offers a choral
experience to the community, has
been phenomenal,” said Judi Reed,
chapter president.
In a scene from “I Believe,” Farby the Christmas
“The choir now has 50 members
Elf, played by Susan Brantley, gives Jessica Claus
who are preparing for the annual
(Noelle Regan) a peck on the cheek. The musical
Christmas Gala, a production
production will be presented by the Voices of the
guaranteed to appeal to children and
River Choir on Dec. 14 at the Aquarius Casino
adults alike, filling everyone’s heart
Resort in Laughlin, Nev.
with Christmas cheer. The Foundation
is so proud of the choir and its
contribution to the college in the form of
in the showroom. Tickets are on sale at
scholarships, which support many students
the Bullhead City campus of Mohave
in their endeavor to reach their education
Community College and may be
goals,” Reed added.
purchased at www.mccgalatickets.com
or at the following businesses: Bullhead
The overwhelming community
City and Laughlin chambers of commerce,
response to last year’s gala, also held
Horizon Bank, Mohave Shred and Tri-State
at the Aquarius, was underscored by
Restoration. Cost is $15 for adults and $10
program chairwoman Olivia McCormick’s
for children. Seating is limited and only
announcement that the concert had
one performance will be given.
raised an astonishing $20,000, helping
to establish the Voices of the River
Scholarship Fund. That money was a
significant addition to funds raised through
earlier performances,
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Personal research on addiction

leads to a rewarding career

Jon Longoria’s first steps to recovery
from drug addiction started with Mohave
Community College.
“I enrolled in the college almost
immediately after serving a jail sentence,”
he explained. “It was profound to me
to learn through MCC’s courses that
addiction was a sickness and a disease. I
had thought of drug addiction as a moral
failing.
“It struck me during class that if
addicts understood what was medically
happening to their brains and their bodies
during addiction, their chances of recovery
could increase exponentially.” Their stories

were not that different from his.
Five years after graduating high
school, Longoria was working for one
of the nation’s largest life insurance
companies. He completed a financial
education; but after 13 years, he started to
feel “burned out in the finance world.”
He decided to pursue a bachelor’s
degree and enrolled in the University of
Nevada-Las Vegas. After all of his career
aptitude tests pointed him toward social
services, he chose criminal justice.
“I was immediately turned on by the
science behind why people commit crimes
and I really researched the topic as much
as I could,” he said. “My
long-term goal was to go to
graduate school and become
a researcher, but that didn’t
come to pass.”
Jon’s former wife
delivered quadruplets one
month before he graduated
college.

Lon Longoria brings his personal experience and
education to his new position as an addiction advisor
for WestCare, a nonprofit agency providing in- and outpatient care in Kingman.
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It was around that time when Jon
started experimenting with drugs; he was
35 years old, he said.
“A lot of things were happening
in my life at that time, there was a lot of
stress and I started hanging out with the
wrong crowd,” he said. “I was 35 years
old and acting like an 18-year-old. That
led to some criminal justice problems and
several arrests.”
While serving his sentence, Jon said
he “sobered up” and reflected on who
he was and how he was going to absolve
himself of his personal sins.”
Upon his release, Jon sought
counseling and decided to help people
avoid the pitfalls that had befallen him, he
said. “That’s when I decided to enroll in
the college’s chemical dependency studies
program,” he said.
He graduated with honors (a 4.0
grade point average) in 2010. He said

Continued on Page 16.

Sean Michaels against a backdrop of the
physical fitness equipment that reflects his
personal passion and his career as a physical
therapist assistant.

Turning sports,
fitness and
helping others
into a perfect fit.
Sean Michaels didn’t realize when
he walked through the doors of Lakeside
Physical Therapy Rehab and Sports
Medicine to apply for an Emergency
Medical Technician job, that he would fall
in love with a career that, at the time, he
knew little about.
“I had been searching for years for the
right career path,” Sean explained, “but I
never really considered physical therapy,
until Dr. Marr considered me for that
position. I knew right away that everything
I had been looking for in a career, I had
found in the physical therapy field.”
As one of five boys, he and his
brothers grew up playing sports yearround and using their father’s exercise
equipment.
Sean was searching for a career
that combined his interests in sports and
fitness, along with helping people. He
decided to follow in his mother’s footsteps
and become a nurse.
However, after earning his associate
degree at Mesa Community College and

taking a 10-week emergency medical
services course, he was facing a two-year
waiting list for admission to a nursing
program at any of the 10 schools in the
Maricopa Community College system.
So he returned to Lake Havasu City,
earned his national EMT certification,
took an assignment training athletes at
Lake Havasu High School and then started
scouring the medical market for a job.
He remembered Dr. Elizabeth Marr,
who had volunteered her time as athletic
trainer when he played football in high
school, and jumped at the opportunity to
applying there to work as an EMT.
“It was not long before I fell in love
with the physical therapy world,” he said.
“I turned right away to MCC to enroll into
their Physical Therapist Assistant program
and because all of my credits seamlessly
transferred, I was able to get in right away.
It was meant to be.”
Sean received his PTA degree from
MCC in May and passed his board exams
in July to become licensed.

“I thoroughly enjoy coming to work
every day,” he said. “Completing my
education at MCC has completely changed
my life. Before making the decision to
enter the PTA program, I felt really lost.
MCC taught me to pursue my dreams with
conviction.”
Now, the 25-year-old plans to further
his education to earn a psychology degree
from ASU at Lake Havasu and continue on
to specialize in sports psychology or enter
a doctorate program in physical therapy.
Meanwhile, he’ll continue to work on
his new personal training business “Next
Level Fitness,” which he has slowly built
in his garage. He currently volunteers his
training three days a week for several high
school athletes.
“I was in their shoes not that long
ago,” he said. “I just want to help them
reach their sports goals. Now that my
dream has come true, I can help others
make their dreams a reality.”
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Earn a Bachelor’s
Degree from
by getting

started at
Ask about the

.

ASU TAG agreements which give you:

• Guaranteed admission • Guaranteed course transfer
• Limits on tuition increases • University advising and services
• Enter ASU as a junior
AND, you’ll save more than $12,000 in university tuition
by completing your associate degree at MCC and finishing at ASU.
Talk to an advisor at MCC today about registering for
the TAG program in these areas of study:
Biology and Life Science, Business*, Criminal Justice and Criminology*,
Education, General Studies, History*, Organizational Studies*,
Justice Studies*, Nursing*, Political Science*, Psychology*, Sociology*,
Special Education and Technical Communications*
*You can complete these ASU degrees entirely online.

8

Visit www.mohave.edu/transferasu for more information.
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Working
side-by-side
to promote
bachelor degree
completion

The new Arizona State University Colleges at Lake Havasu City is an added dimension to the Transfer Admission Guarantee (TAG)
program that helps MCC students move seamlessly from their associate degree to a bachelor’s degree program at ASU. Students now
have four destination programs on the Havasu campus and 25 degree destinations at the ASU campuses elsewhere.
Mohave Community College’s
formal partnership with Arizona State
University dates several decades.
The two institutions came together
to ensure that students could transfer
credits from MCC to ASU. The
partnership saves students more than
$12,000 dollars in university tuition
and fees when they enroll in MCC to
complete the first two years of their
bachelor’s degree.
“The ASU Colleges at Lake Havasu
City is a valuable educational partner
for MCC,” said Michael Kearns, MCC
president. “We have enjoyed working
with them to ensure MCC students
have a smooth transfer to not only ASU
at Lake Havasu, but to any of ASU’s
Phoenix-area campuses.”
MCC and ASU decided to “create
a culture of transfer” between the
two schools and began to develop
an agreement within the Transfer
Admission Guarantee (TAG) program.
The TAG agreement ensures that
all MCC credits earned toward an
associate degree will transfer to the

ASU campus the student prefers.
In addition to aligning coursework,
the two higher education institutions
began immediately working together
on merging technology to transfer and
track students and graduates, training
staff on the transfer process and
developing student support.
When students enroll in an ASU/
MCC TAG program, they work with
both an MCC and an ASU advisor who
monitor academic progress and ensure
the classes are completed within three
years. Once students graduate with an
approved associate degree from MCC,
they are guaranteed admission to the
ASU degree program they identified in
their TAG agreement.
The ASU at Lake Havasu campus
currently offers a bachelor of art in
communication and psychology, and a
bachelor of science in life sciences and
general studies.
The Board of Regents approved
the Havasu campus in September
2011 and granted ASU’s request to
set a lower tuition rate for Arizona

residents enrolled at the Havasu
campus compared with that paid by
Arizona residents attending ASU on the
Phoenix-area campuses.
MCC also holds articulation
agreements with Northern Arizona
University, University of Arizona,
Ashford University, Capella University,
Chamberlain College of Nursing,
Dixie State College in Utah, Jones
International University, Kaplan
University, Northcentral University,
Palmer College of Chiropractic,
Prescott College, Regis University, St.
Joseph’s College of Maine, Southern
Utah University, University of Maryland
University College, University of
Nevada-Las Vegas, University of
Phoenix, Upper Iowa University,
Western Governors University and
Western International University.
The student services director on
any MCC campus can provide more
information about starting a bachelor’s
degree at MCC and transferring to any
of these 21 universities.
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MCC ALUMNA FINDS JOY AS A

SPEECH PATHOLOGIST

Sondra Bistline believes that “your
life is the petri dish your career grows
out of. You can expand your hobby into a
business or an interest into a degree.” She
also knows that the hardships in life play a
part in that mix.
Sondra grew up all over the place.
“My father worked in the oil fields and
mines of the west, so our family traveled
between Arizona, Utah, Nevada and
Wyoming for work. My siblings, parents
and I literally lived in the back of a pickup
truck moving from job to job for many
years while I was in elementary and
middle school.”
It was a rough life, and then the worst
happened; her father died and times got
harder.
“Fortunately I didn’t realize I was
disadvantaged until later in life – it was just
the way it was. Only when I was applying
for college scholarships did I realize that
I was considered to have been homeless
most of my school years,” said Sondra.
Homelessness did not keep her from
excelling in school, so when she saw an
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advertisement for the local community
college, she asked her mother if she
could sign up for classes. Her mother
encouraged her to take a typing or a cake
decorating class, but she knew she wanted
to take classes that went toward a degree.
“The summer before my freshman
year, I took my first college class; it was
sociology. I had to get special permission
to enroll because of my age and I was
somewhat intimidated, but my teacher
and classmates were all so kind and
supportive of me, because they could see
my ambition,” she said.
Sondra successfully finished her
sociology class and continued to take
advanced courses throughout her high
school years. She was so motivated in fact,
that one year she completed 18 credit
hours during the summer! When she
graduated high school, she had enough
credits for an associate degree, but moved
on before she could make it official.
“After graduating from high school,
I lived in several different cities and
attended several colleges but I didn’t have
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much direction toward a career path. I just
knew that I had to get back into college
and finish what I had started. I walked
into the Mohave Community College
registration office and Carolyn Hamblin
(then student advisor, now campus dean),
helped me gather all the credits I had
earned over the years and assemble them
into a degree. It felt good to be back at the
college where I had started.”
With her associate degree, she went
on to Northern Arizona University for a
bachelor’s in early childhood education,
then enrolled at Utah State University
and earned a second bachelor’s in
communicative disorders and deaf
education. Today she holds a master’s
from NAU in clinical speech and language
pathology. She is pursuing additional
education and one day hopes to become a
doctor in audiology, but for now, she said,
“I really love what I am doing.”
Her children indirectly led her to her
career. In elementary school, her sons
needed speech therapy. “By learning what
my sons needed and helping them with

exercises at home, I found a passion for
the career.
“My career is in education and
clinical speech and language pathology.
I am a generalist, trained on the medical
side and education side. I help my clients
with articulation, language, alternative
assistive communication, hearing, voice,
swallowing, cognitive communication,
social behavior and fluency. I work with all
age groups from pediatrics to geriatrics but
mostly with school-age children.”
Sondra works with many nonverbal children. “To see where they start
and where they end up with therapy is
amazing. I see the children bloom when
they are able to do something as simple
as ask for a drink of water or ask to go
outside.
“When they can communicate,
they have power and lose the frustration
that has built up. To be able to empower
children that way is life changing for them

and a huge relief for the family.”
Sondra said one of the most touching
moments she experienced was working
with a mom who had a severely autistic
daughter who was non-verbal. The mother
was a psychologist; but even with all of
her training, she was unprepared to deal
with her daughter’s severe disability. The
daughter was very self-abusive and abusive
to her mother.
The family had gone through every
speech therapist, occupational therapist
and physical therapist in the area and they
all got to the point of refusing to work with
the child.
“When we met, she was 9 years old.
I took on the challenge, but it was very
difficult.”
Sondra sat on the floor of a very small
room with this girl and helped her learn
to communicate with more than screams
and physical attacks. “After she learned
that I would not give up on her, she slowly

started to participate and make progress.
By the end of our time together, she
would make sounds, and use her actions
to communicate. There was an entire
paradigm shift and it was wonderful.”
“There is always more to learn so I
am a lifelong learner. My college career
literally spanned 20 years to the month
from 1990 to 2010. It has been a long
journey with many ups and downs and
sacrifices; but I am thankful I was able
to get my start at Mohave Community
College. I was a young girl who had her
heart set on completing college. Now
look where it has taken me!”
“My advice to others is that you
choose the direction of your life by the
choices you make every day and all the
little ones count!” She is proof that the
smallest element in that petri dish can be
the one that engenders new life.

Left: Sondra works one-on-one with a patient during a speech therapy session to help develop his ability to clearly form words.
Right: Sondra checks for structural issues that might contribute to the patient’s inability to clearly form words.
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From

ballet
slippers

Genifer (Johnston) Lara at age
7 in the “Nutcracker Suite”
when her life’s dream was to
be a professional ballerina.
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A little blonde girl sifts through the stuffed animals at
the thrift shop. She’s not looking for the like-new perfect
adornment for her bed or shelf. She’s looking for the teddy
bears that are missing eyes, have torn seams or ragged
coats. She’ll take them home, stitch them up and give them
new life.
The same little girl dons tights and ballet shoes,
does her exercises at the barre and dreams of being a
professional dancer, like her cousin. That dream becomes
all-consuming, her sole focus well into high school.
“I spent most of my time after school doing nothing
but dancing. It was like having a full-time job but I loved
it,” said Genifer Lara. “However, it began to conflict with
school and it was more important to me, so I decided to
quit school, get my GED and devote myself to my chosen
profession.”
Her mother was not happy and neither was her
paternal grandfather. “He was a chemistry and physics
teacher. He was very definitely upset when I decided to quit
school. He couldn’t understand.”
Not long after her bold decision, she encountered
disappointment. “Professional dancing didn’t work out for
me because of my knees; physically, I couldn’t continue
on, so I became a ballet teacher for many years and had a
dance wear store in Yuma.”
It was at Arizona Western College in Yuma that she
met and became engaged to Dan Lara who was a part-time
math instructor who was looking for a full-time teaching
position in a place where he could grow. Dan landed a
teaching position at Mohave Community College and
Genifer enrolled in an associate of science degree program
there.
“For me, the community college was a very important
step. Even though I had been a straight “A” student in

Genifer in just a few
of the exotic sites at
which she has done field
research in science.

to

FIELD BOOTS
high school, I was disconnected from school
for a long time. If I had jumped right into a
university, I think it would have been difficult.
At MCC, people know your name and are right
there, willing to help you get through your
classes. It’s good for everyone,” she said.
Her associate of science degree was just
the start. “I always had a huge love of animals.
I knew I wanted to work with animals in
some respect,” she said. She went on to earn
a bachelor’s degree in wildlife biology from
Prescott College, a master ’s degree in geology
from Mississippi State University, and is close
to finishing a second master’s in entomology at
the University of Nebraska.
Her free spirit and love of science
have opened doors to some truly exciting
adventures. She served a seasonal internship
through the Student Conservation Corps in
Oregon shortly after earning her associate
degree and before pursuing her bachelor’s.
Later, when Dan took a position as dean
of science and engineering at Linn-Benton
University in Albany, Oregon, Genifer delayed
joining him when she went to Africa on a
National 			
Science Foundation Fellowship doing a study
of evolutionary biology, scuba diving for very
small shrimp in Lake Tanganyika in Tanzania.
In Argentina, she studied the effects of
poaching on parrot populations. In Uruguay,
she was part of a Green Sea Turtle rescue
effort. In Costa Rica, she studied bats. In

Oregon, she studied spotted owls and the
impact of logging on a type of snail. In
Mexico, she was on a fossil dig and has been
on expeditions to study the flat tailed horn
lizards in Yuma several times.
She volunteered in a wildlife rehab
center in Oregon, nursing birds of prey back to
health. She explained that birds of prey require
different treatment than domestic animals.
“If they bond with people, you can’t release
them. Luckily, we had an educational bird
program so if they imprinted, we could train
and use them for public education.”
Genifer and Dan have decided to trade
the “gloomy” Pacific Northwest for a home
back in the Southwest. “I am working at Best
Friends Animal Sanctuary in Utah and Dan
is shopping around. My work now is with
domestic animals, but Best Friends has a
wildlife rehab center too. We’ll see how things
evolve.”
Both she and Dan serve as online instructors
for MCC. Genifer said, “I love teaching at the
community college, whether it is on campus
or online. I want to make it as beneficial and
innovative as any on-ground class. It pushes
me to give my students what they would get in
a traditional classroom.”
If her evolution brings her back into the
classroom, she would undoubtedly be the
only instructor on campus who could teach
biology, geology and ballet – as well as teddy
bear repair.
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keep learning
without leaving.
EARN YOUR NAU DEGREE
AT MCC

A Joint Admission Program

NAU offers programs on Mohave Community College campuses and online. www.mohave.edu/mcc2nau
• MCC2NAU—a joint admission program between MCC and NAU
• Receive guidance from both institutions while earning your associate’s degree and bachelor’s degree
• Pay less than half the price of a traditional four-year education
• Choose from a variety of majors

14
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School superintendent brings business,
teaching skills to Colorado City

Carol Timpson grew up finishing her
homework in the back of a classroom at
Mohave Community College in Colorado
City.
“My mother taught at MCC my
whole life,” remembers Carol, who is
now the superintendent of the Colorado
City Unified School District. “It was just
part of my life. I’d go to classes with her
sometimes and sit in the back and do
school work. Our family focused on the
end of the college, not the end of high
school.”
Carol explained that her mother
made it clear that not going to college was
never an option.
“The only option was what to major
in,” she said. “I wanted business, but my
mother told me that if I wanted to live in
a rural community such as Colorado City,
I better have a teaching degree, too. The
rest is history.”
Carol took night classes at the
college after her high school classes were
over. She had several siblings who were
successful in business and her admiration
for them inspired her to pursue business
education.
After high school graduation, she
completed her bachelor’s and master’s
degrees, and earned her administrative
educational certificates.
“I knew I had a good business mind.
I loved my accounting classes in high
school. I could see myself in the business
world, running organizations, setting up
systems. I like everything to balance in the
end. I like the challenge of working the
numbers until they come out right,” she
said.
When Timpson married, she decided
to move back to her hometown. Her

Superintendent, principal, teacher and businesswoman, Carol Timpson has found school
administration to be the ideal arena for her skills and interests.
interest in education was sparked when
she started having children. 		
“I wanted to teach little children,”
she said. “Now, I’m running a K-12
school.”
Timpson took the helm at Colorado
City Unified School District, which has
around 525 students, as superintendent
and at the same time was principal of El
Capitan High School in 2006.
“There is no question that graduation
is the highlight of the year,” she said. “It is
the capstone of our work in education. I

feel that this job meets my professional
needs in that I’m able to work with
students and still get to oversee the
business management side. It’s very
rewarding.”
As for Timpson’s own children, she
said enrolling in MCC for their first two
years of higher education is also not an
option – it’s mandatory.
“Mohave Community College has
been an anchor for education in our
community. If you are college bound, you
start at MCC,” she said.
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Teaching classes in coping with
addiction is part of Jon Longoria’s
service to WestCare in Kingman.

Rewarding

Continued from Page 6
MCC’s Lake Havasu City campus staff,
particularly instructor Lori Howell, helped
him remain positive throughout his
education.
Jon completed a long process
to obtain state approval as a Licensed
Substance Abuse Technician (LSAT). At
times, he wasn’t sure he would receive
licensure due to his criminal background.
“I personally believe that a
recovering addict doesn’t necessarily make

a good therapist and it’s equally true that
a non-addict doesn’t necessarily make
a good therapist.” He explained, “What
makes a good therapist, regardless of your
background, is the ability to establish
rapport and trust. I’m pretty good at that.”
Today, Jon assesses referrals from
state social service agencies to WestCare,
a group of nonprofit organizations that
provide in- and out-patient healthcare. He
also provides counseling and screenings
for substance abuse for the city of Kingman
and Bullhead City.

“Things are going well,” he said. “I
do see a bright future. I am proud of my
accomplishments. Most people in the
throes of addiction have feelings of despair
and hopelessness that things will never
change and this is what their life is.
“There is treatment out there and if I
can change, anybody can change. There is
hope and I can help.”
For more information on seeking help
for alcohol or drug abuse, call MSTEPP at
928.754.4060.

BENEFACTOR SOCIETY…
George and Gracie are grateful to MCC for helping their
handicapped daughter complete a college degree so that she can
live on her own. They want to help the college help others like
their daughter.
George has a $100,000 life insurance policy, with their three
children as equal beneficiaries. George and Gracie named the
MCC Foundation as their “fourth child.” Each of their three
children receives $25,000. The Foundation receives $25,000 to
help the college help handicapped students.
Every year a handicapped student receives financial help –
FOREVER.

www.mohavecollegefoundation.org
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Left: Amy Collins-Elsbury, R.N., M.A., administrator of Lingenfelter
Center and Gardens in Kingman. Below: MCC President Michael
Kearns presents to Amy Collins, the plaque now on display at
MCC’s Practical Nursing Suite, which is named in her honor.

Devoting her life to care of the elderly
Amy Collins remembers as a
young girl watching an elderly couple
holding hands as they walked down
the street.
“Who knows how old that love is,”
she said. “It was just amazing to me
how much history these people had. I
fit in perfectly with them.”
In 1998, Amy started her nursing
career at a long-term care center in
Kingman. She was 16 years old and
was taking out the trash, washing
dentures and laundering soiled linens.
“I pretty much did whatever they
told me to do,” said Amy, who is now
the top administrator at the Lingenfelter
Center in Kingman. “I’ve always known
I wanted to be a nurse. From high
school, I had planned on enrolling
in the Registered Nursing program at
Mohave Community College.”
After graduating from Kingman
High School in 2000, she did just that.
She earned her associate of applied
science degree in nursing in 2003, and
started advancing through the nursing
ranks within Kingman-area facilities
owned by the Lingenfelter family. She
later earned a bachelor of science
degree in nursing from the University of
Phoenix and a master of administration
degree in health sciences from
Northern Arizona University.
In 2006, she became the director
of nursing for the Lingenfelter Center.
Two years later, the Arizona Geriatrics
Society named her Gerontologist of
the Year. The late Dr. John Lingenfelter

18

also credited her with contributing to
the Lingenfelter Center being named
one of the top 100 nursing homes in
America in 2010 as ranked by U.S.
News and World Report.
The Lingenfelters, who donated
$1.2 million in land for MCC to
construct the Detroit Avenue Center,
which houses the registered and
practical nursing programs in Kingman,
were honored when
MCC asked if they would
like the new facility to
bear their name. Instead,
they asked that the honor
go to Collins because
of her impressive story,
her success, which is
rooted in MCC, and her
promising future in the
nursing home industry.
“I just love older
people,” she said. “I think,
honestly, I really enjoy
taking care of the patients
who have some sort of
dementia. To me, it’s a
very innocent disease. I
have a passion for these
residents. I enjoy the
challenge of getting others
to feel my same passion.”
During the graduation
and pinning ceremony
for MCC’s new practical
nursing program in July,
a portion of the new
education facility was
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named The Amy Collins Practical
Nursing Education Suite. The students
who pass through the doorway to
that suite every day have a clear
understanding of her passion. The
plaque on the suite proclaims her
words, “ We prepare to join their
journey.”

Photo by Manfred Baumann
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The mission of Mohave Community College is a rather long and encompassing
statement, as are many corporate or organizational mission statements. In its
essence, it states that everyone affiliated with the college will do his or her best
to “empower students to succeed.”
We recognize that the real work is done by the students. The college cannot
provide an education; students must earn it, with our help and encouragement.
In these pages, you will read about some of the dedicated individuals whom
MCC has had the privilege of helping to achieve a higher education and a more
rewarding life. Whether they spent a short time with us or completed a degree,
they were encouraged and empowered to reach their goals. We hope their stories
will inspire you or someone you know who is looking for a rewarding future.
You’ll also read about the growth and development of the college itself over the
last year.
The addition of programs, facilities and services for students and the communities
is driven by employees who are not directly involved in instruction, but who
support the institution as a whole, under the guidance of the Board of Governors.
In their own way, all employees of MCC play a part in empowering students
to succeed; but they aren’t alone. The public schools, parents, grandparents,
mentors and citizens who support education are part of the “village” that helps to
guide and encourage students.
So to each of you, thank you for playing a part in the mission of MCC. Our
students achievements today will ultimately lead to a stronger economy, a
stronger county and state, and a stronger country for all of us.
Enjoy their stories; and if you have any questions about your community college,
call MCC Connect, toll-free at 866.664.2832.

Sincerely,

Michael J. Kearns
President
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www.mohave.edu

SKIP THE LINES &

Register ONLINE for the
Spring 2013 Semester!

Tuition is due at the time of registration or students may select a payment plan

FALL
CLASSES!
CLASSES START January 14
PAYMENT PLAN AVAILABLE!

Pay 15% down and a $25 fee and pay off the balance in five payments - Dec, Jan, Feb,
Mar & Apr. Visit www.mohave.edu or talk to your advisor for more details.

www.mohave.edu/schedule
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